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Once a buyer opts into your SMS text messaging program, you know that you have their attention. This is 

your opportunity to begin building a meaningful, trusting relationship with your leads by guiding them 

through the home buying process.

You know that home buyers, particularly first-time buyers, can come at you with a lot of questions. As 

you move through the buying process from inquiry to show to sale, they come at an increasingly furious 

pace and with escalating urgency. Using conversational text messaging can help you keep up with it all, 

serve more clients, and build better relationships with all of them.

Here are some examples of how real estate agents use text messaging to guide home buyers through 

the purchase process.

Respond to Initial Inquiries

Simply responding to basic inquiries about your property listings can monopolize your time. Fortunately, 

you can easily automate your most popular buyer questions and reduce the time it takes to respond to 

them. Your replies will be faster and your buyers are sure to appreciate it. Here’s how you get the 

conversation started with a basic inquiry.

When the buyer sends the text, the SMS platform triggers an 

automated response based on the keyword “220MainSt”

Here’s your virtual tour 
of 220 Main St.: 
http://goo.gl/220main 
Open house is Sat. and 
Sun. 12/8-12/9 from 1p.m. 
to 3p.m. Reply OPEN if 
I’ll see you there.

Real Estate Agents Use 
Texting to Simplify Home Buying

To get a virtual tour and 
open house dates, text 
220MainSt to 55512
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Hi Rob, it’s Jen at 
NextCentury. What do 
you think of 220 Main 
St? Text MORE to get 
more listings in the 
area. 

When the buyer replies, your pre-set workflows can also confirm 

and send them additional details about the house like amenities, 

special features, information about schools and more to pique 

their interest. For example:

Great! Did you see the 
gas fireplace and Viking 
stove? Schools here are 
great too-see the ratings 
here: 
http://bit.ly/2kajT7N 
Reply TALK to set up a call
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The top reason why buyers choose and give referrals to agents is response time, according to a recent 

CAR survey[1]. The more responsive you are, the more likely it is that you’ll get the sale, and the more 

likely it is that you’ll be recommended to others. 

Answering your buyer’s questions quickly via text not only helps you build a trusting relationship, it 

allows you to build detailed profiles of all your clients. 

Build Your Buyer’s Profile

The more you know about your buyer, the faster you can help them find the right home. You can gather 

all the information you need with texts simply by asking the buyer a series of questions. The answers are 

then added to your database, allowing you to automatically send your buyers listings, updates, and 

information that will help speed the time to closing. 

You can start building the profile as soon as a buyer asks for information about a property. 
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Allowing buyers to schedule and reschedule by text 

will help keep you on top of everything and reduce 

the no-shows that can waste so much of your time.

Once you know what they're looking for 

you can send them a link to listings they 

may be interested in.
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MORE

Sure! Just fill this out so I 
know what you need
Name: <YourName>,
Locations: <Preferred 
Area Codes>,
Budget <$xxxxxx to 
$xxxxxxx>,
Size: <3BD -2BA>

Name<Rob Stark>,
Locations <94954>,
Budget <B $500000 to 
$650000>, 
Size <3BD - 2BA>

Hi Rob, it’s Jen at 
NextCentury. I have 5 
homes I think you’ll like. 
View here 
http://bit.ly/240uH9i 
Reply “TALK” to make an 
appt. “STOP” to exit

Schedule Showings and Meetings

Your appointments take up a big chunk of your day. To make the most of your valuable time, you can 

schedule and confirm appointments by text, automatically send reminders, and make rescheduling easy 

for both you and your clients.

Allowing buyers to schedule and reschedule by text will help keep 

you on top of everything and reduce the no-shows that can waste 

so much of your time.

Hi Rob, your tour of 220 
Main is scheduled for 
Aug. 7, 3:30 p.m. To 
reschedule, Reply TIME 
<mm/dd/yy 00:00 
am/pm> Thanks, Jenny
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Source
[1] https://www.car.org/marketdata/surveys/buyer/

An hour before your appointment, you can send a reminder and 

give an opportunity to reschedule:

Hey Rob, just confirming 
our tour at 3:30 p.m. 
Here’s the map: 
https://goo.gl/maps/4DFz
n6DpV8E2 To reschedule, 
Reply TIME <mm/dd/yy 
00:00 am/pm>

Send Property Alerts and Updates

You can get ahead of many questions just by sending automated alerts and updates to buyers about 

properties they are interested in. A few examples of this include:

Price changes

Offer submission deadlines

Status changes (in-contract, pending, sold)

New similar properties on the market

Interest rate changes

Guiding your buyers through the buying process with conversational text messaging lets you be 

there for them every step of the way while saving you time. It helps you talk to buyers on their 

terms and keep them engaged until the day the keys are in their hands (and the commission check 

is in yours!) 

Get your Free Trial/Demo here http://www.sms-magic.com/trial/
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